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Disclaimer
This management presentation is intended to provide an overview of the business of WonderFi
Technologies Inc. (“WonderFi” or the “Company”). It has been prepared for information purposes only
and does not purport to be complete. It is not intended to be relied upon as advice to or as a solicitation
from investors or potential investors in connection with a distribution of securities of the Company and
does not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular
investor. Our financial projections were not prepared with a view toward compliance with published
guidelines of the International Financial Reporting Standards or American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants and have not been examined, reviewed or compiled by our accountants or auditors. Our
financial projections represent our estimates as of the dates indicated thereon. Any information contained
in this presentation related to revenue, monetization or financial projections is for information purposes
only and does not purport to be complete. Revenue, monetization and financial projections are subject to
change and the figures included in this presentation are for illustrative purposes only to provide reference
points for potential monetization based on adoption and transaction volume within the platform.
Certain statements in this presentation may constitute “forward-looking” statements. When used in or in
relation to this presentation, such statements use words including, but not limited to, “may”, “will”,
“expect”, “believe”, “plan”, “intend”, “anticipate”, "future" and other similar terminology (including negative
variations thereof) and include, without limitation, statements or information with respect to: the
Company’s future growth, results of operations, performance, future capital and other expenditures
(including the amount, nature and sources of funding thereof), planned expansion and business prospects
and opportunities. These forward-looking statements reflect the current expectations of WonderFi’s
management regarding future events, operating performance or other achievements, or potential matters
relating to any of the foregoing, of the Company, but involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and
other factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the Company, or
industry results, to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements
expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such statements reflect management’s current
views and are based on certain assumptions; the reader must take note that there is no certainty that the
Company will achieve or undertake any specific activity in respect thereto. They are, by necessity, only
estimates of future results, performance, achievements or developments, and the actual results,
performance, achievements or developments may differ materially from these statements due to a
number of known and unknown factors, uncertainties and risks, including the risks specified elsewhere in
this presentation. Investors are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking
statements. Any forward-looking information herein is qualified by these cautionary statements, and
although any forward-looking information contained herein is based on what management believes are
reasonable assumptions, there can be no assurance that actual results or outcomes will be consistent with
these forward-looking statements. Any forward-looking statements are made as of the date of this
presentation, and, except as may be required by applicable law, the Company does not assume any
obligation to update or revise them to reflect new information,
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events, circumstances or otherwise. The information contained in this presentation, including information
related to bitcoin and the cryptocurrency industry generally, is derived from management of the Company
and otherwise from publicly available information and does not purport to contain all of the information
that an investor may desire to have in evaluating whether or not to make an investment in WonderFi. The
information has not been independently verified, which may prove to be imprecise, and is subject to
material updating, revision and further amendment. While management is not aware of any
misstatements regarding any industry data presented herein, no representation or warranty, express or
implied, is made or given by or on behalf of WonderFi as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the
information or opinions contained in this presentation and no responsibility or liability is accepted by any
person for such information or opinions. No opinion, whether express or implied, is made as to any
correlation between the current and historical price of bitcoin and the future financial performance of the
Company, nor should any such opinion be inferred.
This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities of
WonderFi in the United States. The securities of WonderFi have not been, and will not be, registered
under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or any state securities laws, and such
securities may not be offered or sold in the United States or to U.S. persons unless registered or exempt
therefrom.
This presentation may have been sent to you in an electronic form. You are reminded that documents
transmitted via this medium may be altered or changed during the process of electronic transmission. You
are responsible for protecting against viruses and other destructive items. Your receipt of this electronic
transmission is at your own risk and it is your responsibility to take pre- cautions to ensure that it is free
from viruses and other items of a destructive nature. As a consequence of the above, neither the
Company nor any director, officer, employee or agent of any of them or any affiliate of any such person
accepts any liability or responsibility whatsoever in respect of any difference between the presentation
distributed to you in electronic format and the hard copy version that may be made available to you.
This presentation and its contents are confidential and are being supplied to you solely for your
information and may not be reproduced, further distributed or published in whole or in part by any other
person. Neither this presentation nor any copy of it may be taken or transmitted into or distributed in any
other jurisdiction which prohibits the same except in compliance with applicable laws. Any failure to
comply with this restriction may constitute a violation of applicable securities law. Recipients are required
to inform themselves of, and comply with, all such restrictions or prohibitions and the Company does not
accept liability to any person in relation thereto. By receiving a copy of this presentation, you hereby
agree to be bound by the foregoing provisions.
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WonderFi’s mission is to democratize finance
- through creating better access to
decentralized finance (DeFi).

Executive Summary
WonderFi’s mission is to create better access to decentralized finance (DeFi)

Market Overview
Total Ethereum (ETH)
Addresses

161M
Decentralized Exchange
Transaction Volume (Q2
2021)

~$343B USD
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Company Overview
ETH Addresses Interacting
with DeFi Protocols

2 . 91M
Size of DeFi Ecosystem

~$53B USD

•Execution of WonderFi’s mission starts with
the WonderFi App, which enables users with little
or no crypto experience to learn about and access
DeFi
•WonderFi is a proxy for the DeFi space and for
equity investors seeking broad exposure to DeFi
•WonderFi aims to bridge gaps between DeFi
and traditional finance through partnerships
and acquisitions with the goal to own the
space end to end
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Corporate Strategy

Build

Invest

Acquire

WonderFi’s App will enable
entry-level users to gain
exposure to DeFi

WonderFi holds certain crypto
and DeFi assets on its balance
sheet, and generates yield on
those assets

Non-organic growth
strategy to support
growth and expansion
of the DeFi sector
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WonderF
Market

Major Problems with Traditional Finance

53.6% of the world’s population hold just 1.4% of global wealth
(Credit Suisse Global)

An estimated 1.7 billion people are unbanked or underbanked

Capital controls continue to prevent people from transacting
in the world economy
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DeFi has Arrived

“Short for decentralized finance,
DeFi is an
umbrella term for
financial services offered on public
blockchains. Like traditional banks,
DeFi applications allow users to
borrow, lend, earn
interest, and
trade assets and derivatives,
among other things.”
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Institutions are Adopting DeFi

“Visa Becomes First Major
Payments Network to
Settle Transactions in
USD Coin (USDC)”
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“DeFi Will Change Your
Understanding Of
Financial Systems”
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“DeFi ‘Potentially More
Disruptive Than
Bitcoin”
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We are Crossing the Chasm
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Massive Market Opportunity

Global Financial Services
Market Size in 2021:
~$22.5T (1)
Number of Adults with Bank or
Mobile Money Account in 2018:
3.8B (3)

ETH Addresses Interacting with DeFi
Protocols in 2021:
2.91M (4)

Peak DeFi Market Size in 2021:
$128B(2)
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SOURCES:
1.Global Newswire
2.CoinGecko
3.World Bank
4.ConsenSys
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WonderF
Platform

DeFi is overwhelming for the average person
WonderFi’s simple user interface makes DeFi accessible

Problem
1. Fragmented, with no simple,
single point of access for DeFi
2. Complicated, difficult to track or
optimize yield / returns
3. Opaque, with little analysis and
research available for DeFi assets
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WonderFi Solution
Unified point of access
Optimized pricing, liquidity and
yield across entire ecosystem
Insights from relevant data
analysis and research
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WonderFi Integrations
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WonderFi Offerings
WonderFi enables users to access core DeFi services in one easy-to-use app

WonderFi Savings
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WonderFi Indexes
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Swap

Earn
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WonderFi Platform: Value Propositions
PROBLEM IN DEFI

SOLUTION
Aggregation of decentralized exchanges provides

Lack of Liquidity

deeper liquidity than individual protocols
Automatically sources best pricing across multiple

Locating best pricing

protocols, and can split orders

Evaluating outcome of investment

Fiat onramp / offramp

Compliance
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Transparency and analysis of returns
Integration with centralized exchanges and payment
processors
AML integration; tax filing and reporting integration
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WonderF
Investing

WonderFi (NEO: WNDR)
offers broad exposure to DeFi
WNDR provides exposure to a high-growth, user-focused platform
(WonderFi) and DeFi assets held on the balance sheet

WonderFi holds digital
assets directly
on its balance sheet –
offering public market
investors direct access
to DeFi via their existing
banking infrastructure
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Publicly listed vehicle offers easy, compliant access to DeFi for
large capital pools currently on the sideline
Unlike ETFs, WNDR has the ability to stake digital assets and
generate yield using a variety of strategies available within the
DeFi ecosystem
Access to high growth opportunities within the DeFi ecosystem in
the public markets
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Illustrative Portfolio of DeFi assets held on balance sheet
Bitcoin (BTC)

USD Coin (USDC)

Aave (AAVE)

A centralized stablecoin
created jointly by Circle
and Coinbase.

The native governance
token of Aave, a flash loan
and money market
protocol.

Compound (COMP)

yearn (YFI)

The governance token of
Compound, an algorithmic
interest rate protocol.

The native governance
token of yEarn, a DeFi yield
aggregator which allocates
user funds to find the
highest rates.

Uniswap (UNI)

Solana (SOL)

Maker (MKR)

The governance token of
Uniswap, a decentralized
exchange protocol.

The native token of Solana,
a decentralized computing
platform that rivals
Ethereum.

A decentralized system that
generates the stablecoin
DAI and stabilizes its value
through Collateralized Debt
Position (CDP) mechanism.

A decentralized digital
currency without a central
bank or single
administrator; digital gold.

Ethereum (ETH)
A smart contract platform
that enables developers to
freely build decentralized
applications.
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WonderF
Acquire

Non-Organic Growth Strategy
WonderFi will leverage its proprietary deal flow to execute on its non-organic growth strategy

Illustrative Target Examples
WonderFi has developed a pipeline of acquisition targets to advance the DeFi sector

Licensed Crypto
Exchanges

Payment Processors
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Web3 Wallets
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Regulated Financial
Products

Staking Infrastructure
Companies
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WonderF
Team

Executive Team
Ben Samaroo / CEO and Director

Dean Sutton / CSO and Director

Ben is an entrepreneur with executive and
advisory experience in private and public
companies in fintech, blockchain and digital
assets. Ben was formerly an executive officer
of First Coin Capital, a cryptocurrency
start-up acquired by Galaxy Digital, and
served on the Galaxy Digital leadership team.
He serves as an advisor to the British
Columbia Securities Commission on the
Fintech Advisory Forum and to FINTRAC
on virtual currencies. Ben holds his Juris
Doctor and Bachelor of Commerce from
the University of Alberta.

Dean is a technology founder, venture builder
and investor with a decade of experience in
leading technology-centric companies through
development, financing and commercialization.
As an active founder, executive and participant
in fintech, blockchain and digital currencies since
2015, he has supported and advised a number
of companies, including the first bitcoin mining
company to list on the London Stock Exchange.
He is a Co-Founder of LQwD Financial Corp., a
bitcoin infrastructure and payments company
focused on the Lightning Network, and Atlas One
Digital Securities, a Canadian digital securities
investment platform.

Cong Ly / CTO

Kartik Bajaj / Director of Technology

Cong is an experienced technology leader with
extensive working knowledge in fintech,
blockchain, and distributed computing
development. Cong held management
positions at Hootsuite responsible for the
volume business and strategic integration. He
also served as the Director of Technology at
First Coin Capital, which was acquired by
Galaxy Digital. His research in distributed
computing has been extensively published in
major ACM Multimedia conferences and journals
including IEEE Transactions on Multimedia.

Kartik has been working in blockchain technology
since 2017 and has 10+ years in software development
experience. Kartik has worked in key engineering roles
at companies like Amazon, Salesforce and Hootsuite,
where he focused on building platforms used by
millions of users. Kartik was the first engineer at First
Coin Capital, which was later acquired by Galaxy
Digital. At First Coin Capital Kartik helped multiple
clients build products on top of different blockchains.
He holds a Masters in Applied Sciences degree from
University of British Columbia with 5 publications
under his name.
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Board of Directors

Mark Binns / Director

Sean Clark / Director

Mark is a seasoned entrepreneur and public markets
CEO and Director with 25+ years of experience
building B2B and B2C companies in the
cryptocurrency, retail and telecom industries. With a
focus on building customer-driven sales and marketing
strategies, Mark has completed multiple successful exits
and has taken startups from 2 people to $500M+
valuations.Mark also has a successful consulting career
providing strategic advice on customer acquisition and
revenue growth to companies including Blackberry, Cisco
and Rogers Communications. Mark is currently the CEO
and Director of BIGG Digital Assets (CSE: BIGG).
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Sean Co-Founded First Block Capital, Canada's first
fully regulated crypto investment firm and created the
Bitcoin Fund, which was sold to 3iQ and now is listed
on the Toronto Stock Exchange trading under QBTC.TO
and has achieved over $1 Billion in AUM. He was also
Co-Founder and CEO of Hut 8 Mining Corp. (TSE:
HUT), and Co-Founder and Director of First Coin Capital,
an international ICO advisory firm which was sold to
Galaxy Digital (TSE: GLXY) in January 2018 as part of
which was sold to Galaxy Digital (TSE: GLXY) in January
2018 as part of its go public qualifying transaction. Sean
started his career in 2008 as an analyst for Deloitte.
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Stephanie Li / Director
Stephanie brings more than 15 years of finance
experience to her role at WonderFi, with a particular
specialty in high-growth environments. She is currently
the Chief Financial Officer at Cielo Waste Solutions, one
of the fastest growing ESG companies in North America.
Stephanie has extensive experience in leadership,
strategic planning, financial reporting, budgeting,
internal controls, governance and risk management,
audit, tax, and capital markets. She previously served in
a leadership role at Northview Apartment REIT, a
Toronto Stock Exchange listed real estate investment
trusts (REIT) which was acquired in 2020 for $4.9 billion.
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Strategic Investors

Kevin O’Leary
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Sam Bankman-Fried

Josh Richards
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Leonard Latchman
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Team
Stephen Krause / Chief Financial Officer

Eliana Lopez / Senior Software Engineer

Steven has worked extensively with publicly
listed companies in Canada and the United
States. Steven was the former CFO of Bear Creek
Mining Corporation from 2003 to 2018 and
during his time as CFO of Bear Creek, Bear Creek
Mining Corporation raised in excess of US $280
million in share equity financings. Steven was also
a director of Luna Gold from 2009 to 2017;
Steven was the Chairman of the Board of Luna
at the time of its acquisition in a $366 million
merger in 2017. Steven is a Chartered Professional
Accountant in British Columbia, a registered CPA
in the state of Illinois and is a member of the
Institute of Corporate Directors of Canada.

Eliana is a Software Engineer with over 4 years
working as a Full Stack Developer for startups in
Latin America and Canada. She is skilled in
building web applications using Front-End
technologies such as React.js, Next.js and Gatsby.js.
She is also familiar with Back-End & Dev-Ops
technologies, including Python, Golang, AWS, Docker,
PostgreSQL and Oracle. Her most recent experience
includes the development of decentralized web
applications for digital assets company Atlas
One. Eliana holds an Engineering degree from
Universidad Nacional de Colombia.

Anatoly Kudrevatykh / Lead Software Engineer

Zhi Ye / Software Engineer

Anatoly brings 10 years of experience working
in Web development. As a full stack developer
he specializes in writing scalable micro-services
using Kubernetes, Golang and React. At
Hootsuite he was a Lead developer on the
Billing team, responsible for managing 10
millions user subscriptions & payments. When
not writing hand-crafted artisan code you can
catch him on the local mountains. He holds a
bachelor of Computing science from
Thompson Rivers University, Kamloops, BC.

Zhi is an experienced Fullstack Software Engineer with
a demonstrated history of working in the R&D &
software development for over 3 years. He is working
in Full Stack Software Development with coverage on
major areas of software applications development: QA
(unit testing, load testing and automated integration
testing), Dev-Ops (AWS, Docker and Ku- bernetes),
Front-end & Back-end (electron, React, Node.js and
Golang), also familiar with IoT (Raspberry Pi OS &
FreeRTOS). Zhi joined WonderFi from Mimik
technology inc., TRIUMF and BCIT. He holds a
Bachelor of Science from Simon Fraser University,
Vancouver, BC, with a major in Nuclear Physics.
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Team
Kenneth Calcitas / Head of Community

Sheona Docksteader / Corporate Secretary

Ken is a marketing professional with experience
building growth structures for paid channels in
the last decade. With a large amount of his
experience in the tech space, Ken has led
growth in companies like Shopify and Biteable
through focus and strategy around customer
centric advertising and messaging. Ken's
expertise in creating messaging and campaigns
focused on end-users is backed by his deep
experience in cryptocurrency project
development and community.

Sheona is an experienced Corporate Secretary
and Securities Paralegal, with extensive
experience in corporate governance,
development, communications and operations.
Sheona has over 10 years of experience in legal
and communications support to public, private
companies and government agencies., and often
serves as a board liaison, implementing board
decisions and acting as an advisor to the board.
She has worked with a number of high-growth
and large scale public companies in these roles.

Stanislav Korsei / Head of Product

Satya Kumar / Software Engineer

Stanislav is a founder, product leader and
developer. He was co-founder and CEO of Zeetl,
a voice interaction application for social media
which sold to Hootsuite in 2014. Stanislav then
served as Product Manager at Hootsuite
following the acquisition, leading the integration
of Zeetl into Hootsuite’s suite of applications.
Following his time at Hootsuite, Stanislav led
product development for Shopify Plus, a new
product of Shopify which targets high-growth,
high-volume merchants.

Satya has over 3 years of experience working in
software development. He is skilled in building web
applications in React.js, Node.js, Python, AWS,
Golang. Prior to joining WonderFi he held engineering
positions at technology firms including Tata
Consultancy Services, Datifex Inc., and Lupex. He
holds a Master of Science degree in Applied
Computer Science from Dalhousie University.
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Team
Hyoje Lee / Junior Software Engineer

Eron Floarea / Analyst

Hyoje is a recent computer engineering graduate
from Humber College. He likes how coding lets
him use creative problem solving to design and
build user-friendly applications, and enjoys
working in a team, and staying up to date with
industry developments. He is a full stack developer
with experience in using MongoDB, Node.js,
Graphql, Restful API, Unit Test(Jest), Next.js and
React.js. His area of expertise is in building
interactive web applications.

Eron is a recent HBA graduate from the Richard Ivey
School of Business with four years of investment
experience in which he built competencies in
fundamental, technical, and risk analysis. He began
investing in, trading, and researching digital
assets in 2017, and upon graduation in 2020
started his career in the digital asset industry as a
Business Development Associate with Satstreet
Incorporated. Eron currently manages a YouTube
channel where he regularly produces DeFi and
other digital asset related content for beginner
and intermediate audiences.

Kelly Chatsick / Director of Operations

Simon Mathonnet / Head of Growth

Kelly has been working in hybrid administrative,
finance and operations roles since 2010, with over 6
years of experience in startups. She has worked with
companies like CircleCi and Insight Data Science to
develop processes and evolve workspaces for their
Canadian teams. She is a Jill of all trades who keeps
things running smoothly. She has a diploma in
Journalism and Media Studies from Humber College.

Simon is a marketing leader with experience building
and supporting teams both in-house and agency-side.
Simon brings technical expertise in all major digital
marketing areas including Search Engine Optimization,
Pay-Per-Click Advertising and Conversion Rate
Optimization. Previously, Simon led a team of digital
marketers at Splashbox Digital in Melbourne,
responsible for designing and implementing custom
marketing strategies for hundreds of businesses across
multiple channels. Simon holds a Master’s Degree in
Digital Marketing from ISTEC Business School Paris.
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Capital Structure

SHARE OWNERSHIP (AS OF NOVEMBER 1,2021)
CAD raised since inception
Insiders and Strategic

$54.7M
CAD equivalent in cash
and crypto

$49.9M
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27,193,186

30.8%

Non-Insiders

47,805,254

54.2%

Options and RSUs

4,522,220

5.1%

Warrants

8,767,180

9.9%

Total (Fully Diluted)

88,287,840

100%

Investors
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invest@wonder.fi
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